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enable new industries to survive the difficult early stages to

facilitate maturity into viable enterprises.
Thus, the dilemma has arisen:

competition vs. protection.

Another element lurking in the background which has influenced
the policies and decisions made by these governments is the multinational corporations.

During the mid-sixties, attacks against the
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multinationals began in earnest.

At that time a wave of nationaliza-

".
t:ion swept Latin America, particularly in the extractive sect.or,

although there are well known examples of expropriation in the
manufacturing and service sectors.

It was believed by some that

the multinationals were only interested in the strangulation of the
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developing countries for their own profit motives, and responded to

t

no sovereign government anywhere in the world.

1

\\fhen it was not. so

believed by key individuals, similar rhetoric directed at the public
at large was politically expedient and popular in view of the increased
frustration which arose from the failure of economic integration movements in Latin America.

It was identified by many of the government

technocrats that the local private sector (frequently referred to as
the "produc1:ive sector"), had to be st.:cengthened in order t:o minimize
dependency and reliance on these foreign sources of capital and technology.
The choice was made in favor of state intervention to correct
this imbalance.

The planning models for all of the countries discussed

here today were designed to "lean" in the direction of state intervention on behalf of the local private sectors.

This was part of the

overall objective of strengthening the local national enterprise.
However, as the laws were implemented in the four countries
discussed here,

it' is clear that each has eVQ1J\I'cc1 in quite di fferent

~
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n~ct ions.
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It is useful to comment on each of them briefly, and

to distinguish between different types of technology and

different modalities of transfer.
First, 11owever, it should be_noted that changes in political philos=
ophy in each of these four Latin American countries have occurred since
the passage of the first or most significant law in each country, and
subsequent policy has modified the original position in almost every
,..
case.
Secondly, as expeiience has been gained from the application of
the laws, different approaches have been discussed and modifications
made in some countries.

The results in terms of law and practice

have been a reflection to some degree of the views of more recent
governments in these countries with respect to how much state inter.__-vention was requi1.-ed, how equal or uneql)(ll

\'laS

the bargaining power

between foreign multinationals and local recipients of technology,
how much foreign interference could be tolerated in the management
of local enterprises (and the resultant impact on the ability of the
country to conduct research and develop new technology locally), how
much of the foreign exchange could be allocated to purchase foreign
technology, and also of the basic philosophy of the host government as
to whether oligopolistic market patterns would permit the "free market
forces"

to make

de~i~i6ns·'which

would also

b~nefit

the host society.

The following comments will be <:idd:ressed to the results of these
internal discussions (as expressed by each country's law as applied in
practice), and some problems remaining to be resolved.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICIES
In order to understand the practical application by the various
countries in the region, it is useful to consider a spectrum from left
to right (no political suggest:.ion int.ended)

in summary form before

dealing with the individual countri.es more specifically.

On the left

would be the most rigid policy with respect to application of the technology transfer control and regulatory system.

Brazil would have to occupy

the position at the extreme end of this spectrum.

Although their stated

policy does not always read as the most rigid, the practical application
in Brazil, usually administered by extremely able and well informed
individuals, produces among the mos·t int.ransigen-t results.

Because of

their balance of payments problem they try to negotiate the best possible
terms and to use the "great Brazilian market" as an attractive bai.t to
lure the foreign technology supplier.
Next to Brazil would be Colombia: the most rigid of the Andean Group.
Part of the intransigence of the Colcmbian policy arises from attitudes
of the Royalty Committee within that government \..,i-th r:espect to the
role of transnational corporations in their economy.

Next to them would

be Venezuela, with its Decree 746 of February, 1975, imposing some
additional restrictions which go \\'ell beyond those enumerated in Decision
24.

Perhaps Peru would then fall next on the spectrum, approaching

the middle of the array.
It is believed that Mexico falls squarely in the middle.

Mexico's

pragmatic application of its laws and policies has resulted in considerable flexibility in order to accomplish the results the country
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deems to be in the national interest.

Continuing toward the more

liberal end of the spectrum, we would encounter Ecuador and Bolivia
of the Andean group, but which have not applied Decision 24 \vi th the
same at.ti tudes as those mentioned earlier.

Ecuador ha.s implemented

that code, as indicated earlier, but has made crea·tive interpretations
to acco111."'noda-te its development needs.

Bolivia has not yet. fully

implemented that law, but has developed guidelines to suit its own
development needs.
Continuing to the other end of the spectrum we find Argentina wit.h
its 1977 revision of earlier laws on the subject.

Officials of that

government had expressly stated their intent to reverse the trend of
the prior laws which had, in their words, resulted in a virtual "drying up" of technology flow to that country.

At the far right of the

spectrum we find Chile, which how boasts Latin America's most open
and flexible laws and rules regarding Technology Transfer.

Chile's

Decree Law 600, although based to some degree on Decision 24, establishes
a "rule of reason" approach and permits 1:echnology to be utilized as
a capital contribution when fair market value can be established, even
going so far as to permit the supplier to establish that value by a
sworn affidavit which, if not challenged within 120 days, is accepted.
Argentina has also permitted tectlnology to be capitalized, and the value
must be est.ablished by negotiation bet:\veen the supplier and the
Reg istry.

Both of these laws \vould appear to give great emphasis to

the ability of local entrepreneurs to negotiate more effectively than
some of the assumptions made by other 90vernments.

PRAZIL

The Inrgest country of this group with a population of approximately 120 million people, and projections to increase to 200 million
people in a relatively short

tim~,

Brazil has a more sophisticated

system for regulating and controIlinq technolo':JY than the other
countries in the group.

Brazil also liD.s a more serious balance of

payments problem than any of the other countries mentioned.

~fuen

Braz i 1 enacted its exchange cont--i'ol law in 1962, the scene was set
for increased regulation and control of license agreements and other
forms of technology transfer.

During previous years through various

political changes, Brazil had begun the fundamental thrust toward
diversification in many senses of the word.

At that time Brazil's

technology policy was not as clearly defined as it has become during
this current decade.

But even then the country adopted an approach

toward diversification away from reliance upon one dominant export
(coffee), including the large scale attempt to increase the light
manufacturing capabilities of the country in various sectors.

Thus,

the need was identified to develop technology locally to support this
"import substi tution" drive.

Ivhcn the (primarily agricultural) exports

of the country were reduced as a result of harmful crop damage, the
country had no foreign exchange to import technology.
that technology had to be developed locally.

It was clear

With great foresight

the country established a series of technology development centers
across the country.

Then came the period of the "great economic

miracle" wherein the growth rate mc:>t. or exceeded ten percent per annum
for approx.imately ten straight years from 1964 until 1974.

This period

also saw increased diversification away from dependence on basic agricultural exports.

'1'he foreign exchange earned supported the purchase of

7•
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foreign technology, primari 1y accompanying foreign capital

in Jarqc investment projects.

ch tinged dr-asti cally.
Brazil fCiced

i.l

As of ,January 1, 1974, the enti::-:-e picture

\\Ti th the tremendous increase in the price of oi l,

:::,erious crisis.

Because of their tremendous dependence

on the importation of fOJo.-eign oil (appYoxirnai:ely 85 percent of Brazil's
oil is imported), the country faced a serious BOP deficit.
payment for the oil, required to fueJ. industrial growth/

After the
very little

;-

was left for importation of
to be tight.ened.

forei~0

technology.

Thus, the screws had

They were.

It is clear from a review of the principle operative regulations
in Brazil (Normative Act 15, 17 and 32) that the supplier of technology
must be prepared to relinquish control over that technology within a
relatively short period of time.

But" owners of dynamic technology,

Jeveloped at great expenSE, are reluctant to relinquish control for
the limited amount of royalties and technical assistance fees which
can be earned over the limited period of time allowed by the Brazilian
government.
rrhe result may be a sta.nd off. The Brazilians want " e ffective
transfer" of the

technolog~T

to the local economy.

They have gone

so far as to use Brazilian engineering companies in certain projects
to absorb the technology from the foreign supplier and retransfer it
to other Brazilian entities.
The problem has been described by some analysts as a problem of

"design mentality.

II

By this is .apparent.ly meant thut the belief is

that Brazilian engineer3 and scientists

Ciln

modify or redesign various

--- '?quipment and processes to maintain the sarne overall performance
'}'
capa b 1.lty,

}'l e
Wl1

to incorporate

"
.
re d
e519111ng
some elements of the equlpment
or process

mor~

labor intensive activity in certain stages of the

f'rOCOSH, or in various stages of the manufacture of the equipment.
iLLs

"c1o~3ign

montali ty" is also believed to be able to incorporate more

abundant local materials into the equi.pnent as appropriate to result in
a lower net import cost to the Brazilian importer, without sacrificing
performance levels, resulting in a greater utilization of local resources,
and a reduced drain on the scarce foreign exchange.
In its desire to accorTlplish a "true" transfer of technology, Brazl1

.,.

apparently places less value on i::radc ;::;ecret_s or "know-·llOW" than it doc:s
on tangible property such as patents or trademarks.

l~ct
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Normative

does not permit the licensing of, knov:-hov.', but only thc.;
this intangible technological property.

We know, however, that the inventor need not disclose in his
patent application the best manner of' applying or utilizing the invention.
,,-:::'his complimentary knowledge, the abili-ty to apply the invention t.o
realize commercial gain in an efficie1"l,t manner, is thus valuable property
~nd

must be protected by the technology supplier.
In addition to this "know-how", there is the concept of techn:i::;al

assistance which can be provided by the supplier of technology to train
the personnel (including, engineers, technicians, and production and
quality control personnel) of the technology recipient, in the technlques
and skills required to understand -the technology in sucb a way as -to
be able to commercialize

jt

effectively.

The "}:nOi'Y-how" and the technical assistance are the concepts of
11

intangible technological contribution n \\"hich unti 1 now have not recei \Ted

f
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the attention and corresponding protection under the laws of the

cou~tries

I
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discussed here today, which suppliers of technology believe are vital
~

o safeguard the transfer process.

Until now, the increased rigidity of the application of the
Brazilian policies in practice does not appear to have resulted
in a substantial reduction of the flow of valuable foreign technology to Brazil.

However, i i: ha·s been noticed that the negative

feedback level has increased.

The key question is whether the

increasing complaints by mnl tinat:iona.l~~ will rise to the level at.
which decisions will be made to change their policies.

'l'hus far,

-

the irresistible attraction of the "great Brazilian market" has been
powerful.
MEXICO
The second largest country, in terms of popUlation, Mexico
presently nUlnbers approximately 65 million, with projections reaching

.

120 million around the end of the century.

Mexico also boasts tremendous

natural resources, including a comfortable position in production and
reserves of a number of minerals and precious metals, and what has
now been established as one of the world1s largest reserves of hydrocarbons.

Mexico now has the world's 15th largest economy.

An earlier administration in that country, which had embarked on
a direction apparently patterned to some degree after laws enacted 1n
Colombia, the Decision 24 of the Andean Pact, alld Argentina, took steps
Ulat were interpreted by foreign suppliers of technology as a serious
threat to the continued

exercise of the rights of control of valuable

technology by those owners including the multinationals.

Even more

than the technology law itself was the law on inventions and trademarks,
with its controversial approach to the linking of foreign trademarks with
new mad:;s of 1-1exican origin.

property code included

Other pnlVisions in this nc\-! indusU.-ial

tllE~ e~;tablislnllcnt

of a ccrtifici'ite of invenUon,

presumably patterned after the Soviet Inodel, valid for a period of ten
The law also reduced fields of patentable subject matter, and
(·stablishcc1 mandat_ory "working" requirements, bot:h for patents and

trademarks.
But the change of political administration appears to have had
an effect on the prevailing government policy with respect to technology
transfer, particularly in vie-I" of the iJllportant roJe technology had to- play
in the revised industrial developfuent goals of that country.

This has

been dramatized in the face of regular upward revisions in the proven
and probable reserve figures of oil and the higher level of revenues
coming into Mexicc from the export of larger quantities of oil at
higher prices.
After five years of operation of the Mexican
---~?egistry,

~echnology

Transfer

t.he government reported a reduction of some 500 billion U. s.

dollars in royalty payments for foreign technology.

At the same time,

however, a reevaluation of internal policies and priorities resulted
in a merger of the technology registry into the Foreign Investment
Cormnission.

Statements made by the government at that time indicated

a shift from emphasis on the quantitative aspects
preoccupation with royalty rates)

(particularly a

to the more qualitative features of

tllt::'technoJogy transfer transaction.

Edrly indications received from

Mexican and foreign licensing specialists, however, suggests that these
o~j e

eti ves I:lay not yet have been real i zed.

that the Mexican

govel~nment.

pragmatic manner

~articularly

However, it has been observed

has a tendency to apply the policies in a
where the transaction involves techrlology

which they identify as being important to their industrial expansion.

I
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One of the critical factors in Mexico appears t:o be the requirement
fur the creation of approximately 800 thousand neV1 jobs per year.

it has been

ob~3erved

Thus

I

I

that the government is exceptionally creative in

the application of the technology-policy when' the transaction being
revic\'Jed would appear to result in t:he creation of substantial numbers
of

nei';

jobs.

ARGENTINA
Change of governments
Argent ina as well.

appeat~d

to have a substantial effect in

live have seen the 1971 law, bearing strong resemblance

to Decision 24 of the Andean Pact, and then the 1974 law which was
even more severe, the effect of which was to effectively stop the
flow of foreign technology to that country according to the public
statemerits of Argentine government officials, and the 1977 version
~

rlhich completely reversed some of the most difficult concepts in that
law.

Not surprisingly, the government had changed in 1976 and brought

with i t a totally different philosophy with respect to the attraction
of foreign capital and technology.
But Argentina, with a population of betv1een 25 and 30 million,
has neither the balance of payment problem faced by Brazil, nor the
critical requirement for job creation faced by Mexico.

It is nearly

self sufficient in oil, and boasts abundant natural resources, and
(in the "Pampa") one of the most fertile agricultural regions on the

,

conti.nent.

I

It is said that nearly anything can be cultivated in the

J
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Argentine Pampa.
Argentina has, therefore, taken a totally different direction
Ian the other countries under discussion.

They have practically

flunq their doors wide open, retaining- only the form of t.ho. regulation
and control system snared by the other countries, but in practice

1
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.--- ilpP lying more of a "rule of rei-l.son" approa.ch on the case by case
evaluation

UIWl

the "per se" rejection of many of the provisions

in the license agreements that are prohibited in Brazil, Venezuela

and Hexico.
This country appears to have adopted the philosophy that the
market forces will,;in fact, determine the types of technology to
be acquired, and a reasonable level of compensation to be paid.
Argentina, at the same time, has'::made major adjustments in its
import policy, designed to increase the level of competition in its
internal markets with the objective of increasing productive efficiency.
This, it is presumed, will result in.a rationalization of production
in various sectors, which will contribute to the industrial expansion
and diversification, thereby building a strengthened economy which is
export oriented.
Only Chile in Latin America has gcme further than Argentina in
adopting classical "free market" competition policies.

It appears

that Argentina has directed its attention to the recipients of technology, the individual enterprises which will acquire the technology,
and utilize it for

prod~ction

of goods and services for domestic

consumption and some cases for export.

It is llot surprising that

the flow of foreign technology to Argentina since t.he enactInent of the
new laws and subsequent regulations has increased dramatically.
VENEZUELA
The smallest of the countries under discussion here, Venezuela
also is blessed with an abundance of certain DQtural resources,
particularly including oil and iron orc.

It has been speculated that

during the euphoria existing in the oil producing and exporting countries
(OPEC), includin9 Venezuela, in late

1~J73

surrounding the dramatic

13.

increase in the price of oil, vlhich happened during a presidential
,,;l(~ct.ion 1.n

Venezuela, some fundament.al conclusions were reached in

t.hat count.ry.

conclusio~s

One of these

oil (and therefore \'lealth)
capital and technology.

was that Venezuela had so much

that it really did not need the foreign

This contributed to the decision to join

the Andean Pact and adopt its Decision 21 governing foreign investment
and transfer of technology.

Shortly aft.er the inauguration of the nev'!

administration in Venezuela, the-~ecrees were issued which implemented
Decision 24 in that country.
However, with the euphoria apparently prevailing and continuing
for some time, an additional. law was passed in 1975 (Decree 746) which
contained some provisions which were even more restrictive than som2
of those contained in Decision 24.

hmong these were two which limited

.--. the supplier of technology from resU~icting the use by the recipient
of confidential information after the expiration of the transaction,
and a second one which limited the right of the technology supplier
with respect to the system of quality control which he could impose
upon the licensee producing products to the specifications of the
licensor, products which. also presumably bear the internationally
known trademark of the licensor.
These troublesome provisions have been the subject of fundamental
discussions ever since.

In addition, the Venezuelan decrees contain

a provision in respect of trademarks which would appear to reverse a
basic provision in the industrial property code of that country.
Leading
~

Vene~uelan

private sector interests have declared that

the figures on new investment and technology published by the last
Venezuelan administration were misleading and inaccurate.

These interests

maintain that the ~estrictive laws dud their equally restrictive appli-

14.

ciltion resulted in a substantial decrease in t:he flow of desired technology and capital into t:hat country.
One of the contentious provisions was modified in 1977 by new
language that indicated that agreements might be extended as long
as fifteen years with thc approval of the appropriate ministry.
Once again a new government has been installed in Venezuela
this year.

The new government has made public statements about the

...

role of the state and state intervention in these kind of transactions.
Perhaps it is too early to see any result and any potential effect.
on policy in that country.,from the new team at SIEX.
Of the remaining four Andean Pact countries, Colombia, which
is larger than Venezuela in terms of population but does not have
the tremendous oil reserves, has. established a reputation for a
strongly anti-multinational attitude.

According to many observers,

the Royalty Committee in Colombia, an interministerial committee
representing the appropriate organizations of that government, has
imputed a strong policy which disfavors the payment of royalties or
technical assistance fees for intangible technological contributions
which run from a multinational corporation to its majority controlJed
subsidiary in that country.

This is Article 21 of Decision 24, but

it. appears to have been extended even further:' in Colombi a.

Howevcr,

recent activity in that country may suggest some re-evaluation of
long standing attitudes within the government agencies administering
the technology policy.
Because of grave financial difficulties, Peru is in the middle
of apparent modifications to its technology and investment laws and
policies, in order to facilitate the economic recovery.

Ecuador dnd

Bolivia have never implemented Decision 24 in as restrictive a manner

15.

as some of the other Andean countries, because of their greater needs
for industrial development.
Recently in the subregion there hus been a movement towards
standardization of certain

indust~ial

property code aspects.

This is

manifest by Decision 85 of the Andean Pact now adopted in Ecuador,
Colornbia and Peru.
SOME CO!'L."10N DENOMINATORS

,.

In the final analysis the

te~hnology

policy of each country will

be determined by what works best for thc:t individual nation.
of exports is a high priority in-each country.

Promo-tion

Reduced inflation in

Argentina is important, as is increased competition.

In Brazil, the

balance of payments problem will remain the single most important
factor determining the technology policy as well as a nwnber of other
policies which effect the economic growth rate and a variety of related
statistics.

For Mexico, job creation will remain a high priority

throughout the next two decades.

The creation of indigenous techno-

logy is an objective of all of the countries in the region.

This will

be a function of the natural resources available in abundance in each
country, the prevailing $ituation with respect to labor availability
as well as skill levels of the labor force, and the general prevailing
climate for technological innovation.
We are beginning to see a shift in emphasis in the countries
which we have discussed in Latin America.

This includes a slight shift

of attention from the sources of technology,primarily the .multinationals,
to the recipients of technology.
-

This involves more attention to the

selection of technology, the acquisition process, and most particularlY
the infrastructure - the capabilities of the local economy to absorb

U18

technology and effectj.vely utilize j.t for the benefit of its society.
As this trend picks up speed, suppJ.iers of technology will be encouraged
to cooperate and contribute to the growth and development if their
requirements for minimum protection' and conl::.rol Hill be met.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY
In the early stages of the implementation of these systems for
regulation and control of technology, attention appeared to be

direc~ed

,

toward the license of patents and trademarks.

It is becoming increasingly

apparent to government regulators, however, that such other fonns of
technology as technical assistance and licenses of "knovl-how" are even
more important than the licenses of patents and trademarks.

Various

kinds of engineering services, particularly including process engineering and the basic and detail engineering required to build a plant
have also been receiving more attention in recent years.

The entire

role of engineering services in this technology transfer process may
be one of the most interesting areas to watch in the future.
The recognition that the most important elements of the t:.ransfer
process include the unpatented "know·-hmv" and the ongoing

tE~chnical

assistance required to c;ommercialize the technology, including training the
key user personnel, is clearly significant.

As the realization becomes

more widespread, it may be that the balance will again be restored.

This

would facilitate the acconunodation process whereby 1:.he technology
supplier may receive the minimum level of protection he desires, along
with the reasonable value of the technology, in return for greater
commitment.s for training of user personnel in c'1going technical assistance for the comnercialization process.

,
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DIFFERY:NT HODALI'I'IES OF' 1'RANSFER

In addition to the forms in which technology is transferred that
have beerl discussed already, the joint venture is a form being
increasingly discussed as a
problems.

poten~ial

solution to many of these

Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela through their laws and policies

all place a strong emphar;is on the foreign Inul t.inational entering into
a joint venture in which that party has a minority interest.
r

I t:. must. be recognized, howe.:ver, that for a technology supplier
to transfer valuable corporate property into a joint venture where
they do not have clear legal control, is essentially against the basic
interest of the corporation and its directors and stockholders.

Thus

the issue of control extends far beyond the apparent issue of voting
control of the operations of the
~ontrol

of the technology.

vent~re.

The issue also involves

This is at odds \'1it:h the fundamental desire

of the recipient countries to accon:plish "true" technology transfer.
Self reliance is a highly desirable objective.

Hardly anyone

will quarrel with the desire that the ship of state in each country
be steered by its own nationals.

Thus, when phrased in that manner,

the objective of reduction of dependence on foreign sources of control
of local enterprises, as well as foreign suppliers of technology and
capital, may be better understood.
However, the issue may not necessarily be reduction of
on these foreign sources.

depen~ence

The issue may well be what kind of inter-

dependerce can be created in order to facilitate the economic growth
and development of the Los1-. countries.

Furthermore, what kind of

.--' nterc1ependence can he created to provi.de: the opportunities for these
Latin American countries in vari.ous
to export the technology they have

st~ges

of development, to be able

dcvelopL~d

and are continuinq to

I
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develop increasingly in the future, without attracting retaliation?
This problem has preoccupied experts in international trade matters for
a numbe:c of years, and has resulted in a series of rounds of trade

negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
All of the countries being discussed here are continuing to develop
technologies which may well have application in many other foreign
markets.

REVERSE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
In the heated debates about technology trallsfer, it has been
overlooked it seems to me

Ie

that~a

new stage has been reached

WhET(~

some developing nations have already become "developed" nations in
the sense that they have become technology exporters.
and notably

La~cin

In some countries

Arnerican countries, f3'Jch as, in particular,

Argentina, Brazil and Mexico this has already reached very pronounced
proportions.

Mexico is the best example one can find in this regard

but of universal validity.
~~~icc~

is still classif ied as a developing count.ry.

And in:::;ofa.r

as the development of truly new products is concerned, e.g., synthesis
of new cllcmicals, it certainly does not come close to the major
European countries or Japan or the

u.s.

doubt has come a very long way as regards

However, Mexico without a
tec~lo1ogical

progress,

/Vlcxico has already sound tec::hnplo9Y of its own in
such fields as agricultural inf~a5tructure as well as such
indu~; tries

as petroleum, beer, CemCH'lt, glass, steel and

othc;.l:cs including some in chemical arcas.

What is more, a

fullO-'fledged campaign .is under Wuy in 1'1exico to export
"home-grown knovl-hovl".

(See Business Weeki August 30, 1977,

p. 40.)
For instance, the HYLSA process for direct reduction
in steel making, which was dev0.'loped by Hojalata y Lamina, the
largest private steel company in Mexico, was first sold to
Brazil in 1969 and has since also been bought by Venezuela.
The technology DEI-lEX I invented by PElIillX the state oil monopoly t
in order to extract metals from crude petroleum during the;
refining

proc~ss,

has been sold to ECOPETROL I

the state

Petroleum company of Columbia as well as to Jamaica.

The

method COR'l'INA to reinforce steel structures is used in CoJ..\i.n:bia
and Venezuela.

And Peru and Argentina have bought the CDSI

process, a method developed by the Bufete Industrial for Ule
manufacture of paper pulp.

Lately, Mexican technology has

also been found outside of Latin A''1lerica.

Steel plants \'lhich

incorporate the HYLSA pro~ess are being constructed in Iran,
Irak, Indonesia and Zambia.

'1'he CORTINA technology has been

bought by Saudia Arabia to be used in projects of the Departmen t of Housing I and the DEI1EX process is even being

-,

1.)::::80

.

l11

the tJni ted St.ates in an expansion of a roul ti-million doll2.r
refinery in Corp'us Christi t

TexCl.;;.
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The success and spread of Mexico's IIYLSA process was highlighted
at the Third LES Mexico Meeting in Mexico City on November lOr 1978
by Lie. Ricardo Ortiz Chacon, an official of HYLSA, S.A.

(as well as

by the NEW YORK TIMES, April 2, 1979, D-l and BUSINESS WEEK, June 11,
1979, p. 53).
Mexico is also developing a hydrometallurgical process of its own
to make copper electrolytically.

It went into the pilot plant stage

in 1977 in Baja California to produce 10 metric tons/day and later
9,000 m.t./year.

And by now this process may well be ready for export.

As far as Argentina is concerned I understand from Dr. Cikato
of Montevideo that all the technology that Uruguay is importing comes
from Argentina and it is more than likely that not only Uruguay is
importing technology from Argentina but other neighbors, too.
It is also very interesting to note that there is a drive on in
Br<:zi-!. not only to export goods but also, and more recently, to cxpor"L
less sophisticated technology or to re-'export technology adapted to
the condi tions of a developing

countJ~·y

to count.ries \..;hich ha,ve not ye1:

reached the industrial level of Brazil, such as, Arabic, African and some
of the other Latin American countries.

INTERBRhS, has been negotiating

the transfer of technology involved in about 30 projects from Brazil
to such other countries including, for instance, two ceramics plants
in Nigeria.

These and similar developments were related by Peter:

Dirk Siemsen of Rio de Janeiro in a talk which he gave at a John Marshall
Law School Program in Chicago in February 1977.

In this connection it is also very interesting
indeed to note that truly multinational companies already
exist: in Latin America as described in an·art.i.cle in "VISION"
Nov(~m1Jcr

15, 1976, p. 13 and have been emerging from develop-

ing countries in general for some ~ime'now as discussed i~'a
recent Harvard Business Revievl aJ:ticle

(See David Heenan et al"

"The rise of third world multinationals", Har_v,ard.
Hevi~~,

~.~..:.~ines~

January-February 1979, pp. 101-109).
This is just an illu~t.l.~ation and possibly only the
f

tip of an iceberg.

•

But these are not isolated instances; it

is becoming a pattern, a systematic practice and a logical
development.

This ought to be kept in mind for the sake of

objectivity and perspective.
di~ision

I don't think there is a clearcut

or gulf or dichotomy between developed and developing

countries.

From the point of view of technOlogy transfer it is

a dynamic ever-changing picture.

The point can be made and

this should be born in mind that \vi th respect to the Code of
Conduct and restrictions in Technology Transfer agreements, the
"chickens may come home to roost"

(as we say in the United St.ates)

to the deveioping countries when they start to export technology
and practice export of te.chnology themselves.
From this the following question arises.
of deals

j

What kind

contracts or license agreements are these develop-

1ng countri.es as for exarnple Nexico, Brazil and Argentina, or
rather the state or private companies involved, concluding
with their licensees in ot.her countries?

I aJn sure they don It

give their technology away free or for a very nominal royalty-f0c
and without any strings whatsoever attached.
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On the other hand, I don't suppose they can charge what the
traffic will bear in view of the crit.ic:i.sm and condemnat.ion leveled
against the transnational companies and the highly developed countries
on account of past abuses such as excessive royalty charges and
royalty repatriation.
It would indeed be interesting and intriguing to know what kind
of deals are being made in cases of technology transfers between
developing countries to other developing countries. A strict Code of
Conduct and elimination or outlawing of all or any restrictive clauses
would come back to haunt them.
In spite of all this and this is very ironic, Brazil and Mexico

,- as

Dr. Barr-David pointed out in his talk at the LES International

20nference in Sydney in March of this year, lead the attack by the
developing countries on the developed countries and the multinationals.
In this regard it was most interesting to hear also at the Sydn,ey LES
Conference, that the switch from developing to developed countries
which is fast coming about also in Asic:l.n/Pacific countries such as
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, is taking place without any resort to such
restrictive practices as are prevalen't in Latin Amer ica.
But in private discussions with Mexican attendees at the
November 1978 LES Mexican Meeting I detected a recognition on their
part that they are going to be paid "in their own currency".
expressions they used were "the shoe

i~:,>

Other

on the other foot" and they

"find themselves on the other side of the table".

l
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THE IRONY OF IT ALL
In view of all this it is indeed very strange and ironic that
Mexico ",ould have so radically modified its patent and trademark
laws which was also done perhaps to a lesser degree in Brazil and
other countries at the threshold or past the threshold of technology
export.

These new industrial property laws are so restrictive that

they may harm the progress made so far and discourage further progress.
Do they not amount to a policy of cutting the nose to spite the
fave and reveal short-sightedness and socialist tendencies?
This is indeed unfortunate because patents are an important

el(~ment

in stimulating the working of new and useful inventions and of
complementary know-how, and consequently, facilitate and increase
technology trallsfer.

Therefore, strong rather than weak national

patent laws in developing countries are, under cost/benefit evaluations,
the best method of contributing to an increased inflow of desired
and suitable technology and know-how for the benefit of industrial and
agricultural progress.

It is recognized that national patent laws may

have to be adjusted to the specific needs and priorities of each
country in line with a domestic policy that favours a fair internal
distribution of income, quality of life, and ind.igenous culture.
Nevertheless, the essential exclusivity of patent rights must be preserved.

The first consequence of such an adequate patent system is

an improved access to international technology and valuable non-patented
know-how.

The inducement of protection for the benefit of local
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manufacture

eases, as a second consequence and in the long run,

balance and trade deficits by generating domestic 'added values',
possibly coupled with some exports of quality-controlled products.
The third consequence is, or at least may be, a spill-over effect
on secondary industries and on the consumpt.ion of national resources,
leadi.ng also to marc employme.n-t,
improvements.

profe.~;f;ional

training, and autonor:LC;US

These net benefits cannot, however, be achieved without

mutual understanding among <tIl private and official partners as regards
the legitimate interests to be respected in support of any long-term
co-operation for the exploitation of patented or confidential technology
to the bEnefit of genuine economic and social progress.

In these

circumstances, the recognition of effective patent protection is, on
balance, an important element in encouraging and facilitatir:qthe.
acquisition and exploitation of suitable technology in dcvslcping
countries and which brings about adaptat.ion of the imported t.echnology
to local needs and in turn leads sooner or later and perhaps inevitably
not only to export of products produced by this technology but also to
export of the technology itself to lesser developed countries.

Karl F. Jorda
Septen-.ber 1979
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